
 
  

FROM ENNEL BLOODSTOCK (AGENT) LOT 535   535 
 Manila   Lyphard 

Dona Ysidra Great Palm (USA) 
  

Hat Tab Girl   Al Hattab 
Desperate Action 

BAY OR BROWN 
FILLY (IRE) 
March 30th, 2007 
(Third Produce) Nicholas Bill   High Line 

Centro 

 

  

Handy Lass (GB) 
(1989) 

  
Mandrian   Mandamus 

Rosie Crucian 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

  
1st dam 
HANDY LASS (GB): 13 wins, £50,757: winner at 3 years and placed once; also 12 

wins over hurdles and £48,129 and placed 22 times; dam of 2 previous foals; She also 
has a 3-y-o filly by Definite Article (GB) and a 2-y-o colt by King's Theatre (IRE). 

  
2nd dam 
Mandrian: 2 wins at 2 and 3 years and £10,088 2nd Lancashire Oaks, Haydock Park, 

Gr.3 and 4th Oaks Trial S., Lingfield Park, Gr.3; dam of 5 winners from 10 runners 
and 10 foals; 
Handy Lass (GB): see above. 
Manful (GB): 12 wins and £63,889; also placed 5 times over hurdles. 
Autonomous: 4 wins, £15,617: 3 wins at 2 and 4 years and £11,879; also winner 

over hurdles at 6 years; also winner of a point-to-point. 
Matchless (GB): 3 wins, £9412: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also 2 wins 

over hurdles at 6 years and £8114; also placed once in a point-to-point. 
Santo Boy: 2 wins over hurdles and £5263. 
Well Matched (GB): winner of a point-to-point at 5 years. 
Mandator: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also placed once over fences. 
Redcross Miss: placed twice at 3 years; dam of 4 winners: 

Just Fizzy (GB): 3 wins at 2 and 3 years and £13,377. 
Ruby Cooper (GB): 2 wins at 2 years and £7570. 
Valiant Man (GB): winner at 2 years and £6312. 
Manoy (GB): winner at 3 years; also placed once over hurdles at 3 years. 

Annyban (GB): placed once at 4 years; also placed once in a point-to-point, broodmare. 
Mildame: placed once over hurdles at 4 years; dam of 2 winners: 

Just Adam (GB): winner over fences at 6 years and £9535. 
Primitive Herb (GB): winner over fences at 5 years. 

  
3rd dam 
ROSIE CRUCIAN: placed 10 times over jumps; dam of 7 winners from 10 runners and 10 

foals; 
Mandrian: see above. 
Handylad: 5 wins, £10,044: placed twice at 4 years; also 3 wins over hurdles at 4 

years and 2 wins over fences and £5277; also placed once in a point-to-point. 
Midsummer Special: 3 wins: 2 wins over hurdles at 6 years and winner over fences. 
Red Cross Boy: 3 wins: 2 wins over hurdles at 4 years and winner over fences. 
Atalante: 2 wins in Greece. 
Good Alibi: winner over hurdles at 3 years, broodmare. 
Midsummer Girl: winner over hurdles at 4 years placed twice, broodmare. 
Midsummer Boy: placed once at 3 years; also placed 5 times over jumps. 
Crucian Boy: placed 3 times at 2 years. 
Rosantino: placed once over jumps. 

  
4th dam 
REDCROSS GIRL: 8 wins over jumps; dam of 3 winners from 4 runners and 4 foals; 

RAMPSMAN: 11 wins: winner over hurdles at 4 years and 10 wins over fences 
inc. Clock Corner H. Chase, Doncaster, L. 

Red Roy: winner over hurdles at 5 years. 
Redex Girl: winner in Norway. 
Rosie Crucian: see above.  
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